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Question No: 1 
What is the key factor used in Business Value Analysis? 
A. CAGR 
B. TCO 
C. CAPEX 
D. NPV 
Answer: B 
 
Question No: 2 
Refer to Case 4. 
You are designing a transformation from Platform 2.0 to cloud. You review the existing infrastructure and 
business requirements. You must detect events that can exploit vulnerabilities in the cloud. Which technology 
should you select? 

 
A. ISO 
B. PCI DSS 
C. Firewall 
D. IDPS 
Answer: D 
 



Question No: 3 
In which cloud design lifecycle phase is business value analysis performed? 
A. Understand requirements 
B. Plan and design 
C. Implementation 
D. Validation 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 4 
What is the minimum number of nodes supported for a HCI deployment with RAID 5 erasure coding? 
A. 3 
B. 4 
C. 5 
D. 6 
Answer: B 
 
Question No: 5 
A cloud architect is delivering a knowledge transfer on how to script a service in the Service Catalog that 
restores a VM. What is the correct order of steps that should be demonstrated? 

 

 
Answer: 
 



 

 
Question No: 6 
Ian organization wants to protect the cloud management platform (CMP) from loss due to a site disaster. To 
support this requirement, the completed cloud design deliverables include the processes and procedures for 
restoring CMP functionality. 
What other item should be included in the deliverables to support this requirement? 
A. Recovery validation and verification processes 
B. Data abstraction keys 
C. List of all consumer service IP addresses 
D. Document containing the data encryption keys 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 7 
What is the benefit of Hot Spare disks? 
A. Enable efficient use of SSDs and NL SAS drive technologies 
B. Provide space-optimal data redundancy against multiple drive failures 
C. Handle any disk failure by distributing data over multiple drives 
D. Replace failed drives by taking the identity of the failed drive 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 8 
An organization wants to provide its developers the ability to deploy VMs. These VMs have software and 
libraries installed that are used to develop applications. Each VM will be configured with the same IP address 
and will be able to download application code from a central server. 
What will be included in the design to support these requirements? 
A. VXLANs and an OS firewall 
B. VXLANs and virtual firewall appliances 
C. VLANs and virtual IDS appliances 
D. VSANs and virtual IDS appliances 
Answer: B 



 
Question No: 9 
You are designing the VLANs for a CI cloud. You want to separate the LAN traffic to prevent over subscription. 
What are the traffic categories you should use? 
A. Storage, Management, and Connectivity 
B. Operations, Management, and Production 
C. Test, Management, and Production 
D. Operations, Production, and Test 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 10 
Refer to Case 1. 
You are designing a Do-It-Yourself private cloud solution. What is the recommended way to provide 
applications the ability to scale quickly? 

 

A. Increase the overall resource capacity of the system 
B. Restrict the component choices to within a single vendor 
C. Validate new element compatibility against the SSM 
D. Ensure the IT staff understands the configuration options 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 11 
Which benefits might be realized by designing a separate infrastructure pool to host network functions? 
A. Reduced public IP address consumption, reduced troubleshooting time, and reduced consumer 
infrastructure load 
B. Reduced troubleshooting time, reduced consumer infrastructure load, and enhanced security 



C. Reduced troubleshooting time, enhanced security, and reduced public IP address consumption 
D. Reduced consumer infrastructure load, enhanced security, and reduced public IP address consumption 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 12 
A company plans to invest $315,000 to cover hardware, software, and deployment expenses. They expect to 
save $35,000 per month. They are using a decommissioning cost of $35,000 for the old equipment. 
After how many months will the company reach the break-even point? 
A. 7 
B. 8 
C. 9 
D. 10 
Answer: B 
 
Question No: 13 
If the metering tool supports multi-tenancy and integrates with the cloud portal, what should be considered? 
A. Only permit local user access for security reasons 
B. Metering tool should not integrate with tenant authentication 
C. Metering server access should be allowed for all tenants 
D. Role-based access for security reasons 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 14 
You are designing the CMP structure. Where should you define the pods? 
A. Fault domain 
B. Private cloud VM 
C. Availability zone 
D. Public cloud VM 
Answer: B 
 
Question No: 15 
You are creating a cloud infrastructure design for an organization. You learn that, for compliance reasons, the 
organization needs to maintain a separate set of infrastructures for certain deployed services. 
Which part of the design will be impacted by this requirement? 
A. Number of compute pools 
B. Number of service catalogs 
C. Over-commitment ratio 
D. Service catalog sizing 
Answer: B 
 
Question No: 16 
What determines the maximum number of blade or rack servers that can be installed in a CI system? 
A. Unified management storage array configuration 
B. Open-sources management switch configuration 



C. Unified management switch configuration 
D. Open-sourced management storage array configuration 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 17 
An organization uses Microsoft Active Directory (AD) for service authentication in their private cloud. They 
want to use the same authentication source for services in the public cloud. External employees access services 
in both clouds and need to authenticate with AD. 
The organization wants to minimize and secure network traffic. Which solution will address these requirements? 
A. External users connect with IPsec VPN; Place AD controllers in the private cloud only 
B. Configure perimeter firewalls to allow AD traffic; Place AD controllers in the private and public clouds 
C. Connect the two clouds through IPsec VPN; Place AD controllers in the private cloud only 
D. Connect the two clouds through IPsec VPN; Place AD controllers in the private and public clouds 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 18 
What is a key attribute of cloud services? 
A. Manual provisioning 
B. Full pre-allocation 
C. Self-service 
D. Automatic content creation 
Answer: C 
 
Question No: 19 
A company has the following requirements: 
. Infrastructure with a designated SAN 
. Run applications on pre-integrated hardware components 
. Workloads are Platform 2.0 applications 
Which solution would meet these requirements? 
A. Traditional Infrastructure 
B. Cloud-in-a-Box Infrastructure 
C. Converged Infrastructure 
D. Hyper-Converged Infrastructure 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 20 
During an assessment for an organization’s cloud design, a cloud architect discovers that developers will be 
creating applications for tenants. The applications will self-scale based on an internal trigger. The architect 
has included CMP components in the design that will support this requirement. 
What else should the cloud architect consider to meet this requirement? 
A. CMP account with elevated privileges exists that can be shared with developers 
B. Mechanisms exist for changing the type of consumer resources automatically 
C. Mechanisms exist for re-installing CMP components for scaling 
D. Sufficient consumer resources exist to support the application elasticity 




